MINI-ECO SETUP

Run cooling line
from pickup to
ESC to motor
to exit.

Some setup tips. Note the
RED dot represents where
the boat should balance.
Move the battery fore and
aft to adjust. Your boat
does not have the added
weights or the additional
cutouts shown in the
picture on the next page.
These are for serious
competition only. It lets the
boat self-right more quickly.
Remove the propeller. put a
very small amount of BLUE
(weakest) Loctite on the
prop shaft and reinstall the
prop. This will prevent
losing the prop. To remove,
apply heat to the propeller
with a soldering iron.
Be sure the setscrew on the
rudder steering arm is tight.
You can also apply Loctite to
the setscrew if you wish.
However, it will be difficult
to remove later if necessary
because you cannot apply
heat to the plastic!

Rudder steering
arm setscrew

The ESC is already set up.
You simply need to set the
throttle range of your transmitter per the instructions.
See next page for battery
placement.

ESC &
Stickers

IMPORTANT: Always tape
the hatch on the boat
securely to seal it so that
water does not get inside!
The best tape is clear
hockey tape. An alternative
is clear electrical tape
from the auto dept. At
Walmart.
The prop shaft must be
lubed with 30wt oil or we
use marine grease like
that used to grease boat
trailer bearings. Lube
each day you run.

SELF RIGHTING TIPS
If your boat does not want
to self right (turn back
over after turning upside
down), you may have to
add weight to the left side,
This can be done with
stick on weights up inside
the flood chamber. For
extremely fast righting,
you can cut extra holes
in the deck to allow the
air to exit more quickly,
allowing the left side to
sink. When you advance
the throttle, the boat wil
jump back up on plane.
The water exits the large
hole in the rear of the boat.
Have Fun!
warranty 90 days against factory
defects only. getting the esc wet
will void the warranty.

